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TTG4045-100T Walk Behind 
Floor Scrubber

BOOK A FREE DEMONSTRATION +618 9249 8744

Optimise cordless convenience with 40L capacity 
and 550mm scrub width, user-friendly controls 
and on-board charging system help make for true 
versatile cleaning convenience.



TwinTec Battery Setting the Standard

With these machines every part is designed to combine the best in 
functionality and reliability.
The TGB4045 is the classic Numatic TwinTec 24V battery model. It started its life with 30 litre capacity, now raised to 40 litre, and 
is today the most popular model worldwide. The premium specification starts with a steel chassis, structofoam tilting brush deck, 
polyform tanks, fully sealed gel batteries, built in battery charger, heavy duty TwinFlo wet pick-up vacuum system and heavy duty 
geared brush drive.

The 4055 is one size up from the 4045 containing all the advanced TwinTec 24V features but with a 20% increased cleaning path.

The 4055T (traction) offers effortless cleaning due to the powerful traction unit. A traction model is essential where inclines such as 
wheelchair ramps are present.

●  Fully Sealed Gel Batteries
Maintenance free batteries to ensure the
highest standard of operational life.

●  Twinflo Vacuum Motor
Provides exceptional wet pick-up.

●  Structofoam Tilting
Brush Deck
Making brush and pad changing quick
and easy.

●

●

 Easy Operation
Simple on / off trigger control.

 On-board Charging
Convenient and easy, just plug and go.

T= Traction drive

Model Brush 
Motor

Vac  
Motor Power Brush 

Speed Runtime Recharge 
Time

Pad / Brush 
Width Capacity Weight Traction 

Drive
Dimensions     

(WxLxH)

TGB4045

300W 400W 2x12V  
(24V 100Ah) 100rpm

2.25hr
8hr

400 / 
450mm

40L

128kg
-

470x1070
x1160mm

TGB4055 500 / 
550mm 134kg

560x1115
x1160mm

TGB4055T 2.0hr 500 / 
550mm 140kg 250W
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Tough professional construction that offers powerful 
cordless cleaning results, with long-life GelTec 
batteries and clear battery meter indicator.

The 4055T (traction) offers effortless cleaning due to 
the powerful traction unit. A traction model is 
essential where inclines such as wheelchair ramps 
are present.

Powerful Cleaning 
Powerful wet pick-up with heavy-duty Polyform tanks 
and TwinFlo vacuum motor.

Clean, Dry & Safe Floors in Minutes
Consistent, quick and high-quality cleaning results, 
wherever 
they’re needed.

Cordless Freedom, Flexibility & Safety 
Total freedom, flexibility and safety of cable-free 
operation.

Effortless Cleaning 
The TGB4055T model offers effortless cleaning with 
powerful traction unit, essential where inclines such 
as wheelchair ramps are present.

Stay Cleaning for Longer 
Huge 40L capacity, 100rpm brush speed and 
550mm brush width.

Support at your Fingertips, 
Straight from your Mobile
Access a wide range of help and support through the 
Nu-Assist App.

Productivity Area Coverage
1,485m2 per hour 

Simple Operator ControlsTilting Brush Deck

Fully Adjustable HandleOn-board Charger
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